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Abstract  Yunyun Zhou (sociology, University of Oslo, Norway)  
Theorizing illiberal state feminism: Institutional dilemmas and political parallelism in China’s 
gender governance 

Institutionally speaking, state feminism is manifested by a strong women's policy agency (WPA) 
that facilitates bargaining between women's movements and state bureaucracies. It remains 
underexplored, however, when state feminism thrives or deteriorates under authoritarianism and 
what institutional factors account for this. Using China's contemporary gender politics as a case 
study, this article aims to develop a more nuanced understanding of illiberal state feminism theory 
and its internal workings. It contends that deep-rooted institutional dilemmas lie at the heart of an 
illiberal state feminism such as China's, which are expressed in four pairs of contradictions: 1) 
interest consolidation vs misrepresentation, 2) coalition-building vs repression 3) 
institutionalization vs bureaucratization, and 4) political integration vs parallelism. These internal 
contradictions lead to the inevitable segregation and marginalization of illiberal state feminism. This 
article contributes to the current scholarship on state feminism by dissecting the unintended 
institutional obstacles faced by a single dominant WPA sponsored by an illiberal state. 

Abstract Sana HO (Dept. Sociology, SCU, Taipei, Taiwan) 
The controversies over China-South Korea relation in popular culture 
 
This presentation examines the controversies over China-South Korea relation in popular culture 
and how these controversies reflect nationalistic ideology and state propaganda, as well as identity 
formation and cultural citizenship. The Korean Wave or Hallyu is a cultural phenomenon along 
with the global popularity of South Korean popular culture. It started by the spread of K-dramas, 
K-cinema, and K-pop, and involved with food culture, sports, fashion, and tourism. The Korean 
wave has been recognized as an important economic asset for South Korea. Yet, while Korean 
wave has been recognized as a form of soft power for diplomacy, it also stimulates controversies 
and conflicts, especially with China. 
 
This presentation will discuss three major issues regarding South Korean popular culture. 1)How 
transnationalization of Korean popular culture has been largely seen in Korea within nationalistic 
discourses and interests or "pop nationalism"? 2) What kinds of controversies it confronts 
especially over China-South Korea relation? 3) How does Korean wave initiate cultural citizenship 
and agency amongst the tensions by geo-politics in East Asia, especially in Taiwan? 


